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Why Europe needs to become 
a Connected continent ?              1         

1. Europe’s top priority: restoring growth …

DG ECFIN, European Economic Forecast
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2.  Unleash the growth potential of ICT in Europe : 

- against this backdrop, the EU must unleash all growth levers...

� a true digital single market: 

+4% of GDP (cumulative over 10y) = 1992 Single Market 

� a true telecoms single market:

+ 0.9% of GDP p.a.

- ... and reap the social benefits triggered by ICT: better quality healthcare at lower 
cost; more energy efficiency; more access to quality education; less congestion on our 
roads ...

- ... whilst reducing its dependency: own privacy rules; higher security of networks

Europe can simply no longer afford missing out on these gains !



Where does Europe stand compared 
to the rest of the world ?             1

1. A global transformation to a digital economy, fierce competition :

- fixed access to the internet 

European Commission, OECD
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2. A global transformation to a digital economy, fierce competition  :

- Mobile access to the internet
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3.  A global transformation to a digital economy, fierce competition  :

Company name Nationality Industry Rank Market Cap 

$bn 

APPLE United States Technology 1 416 

GOOGLE United States Technology 3 263 

MICROSOFT United States Technology 8 240 

IBM United States Technology 9 238 

CHINA MOBILE Hong Kong Telecommunications 14 213 

AT&T United States Telecommunications 20 201 

ORACLE United States Technology 30 152 

VERIZON COMMUNIC United States Telecommunications 33 140 

VODAFONE GROUP United Kingdom Telecommunications 34 139 

QUALCOMM United States Technology 44 115 

CISCO SYSTEMS United States Technology 51 111 

INTEL United States Technology 53 108 

SAP Germany Technology 62 99 

TSMC Taiwan Technology 69 87 

AMERICA MOVIL Mexico Telecommunications 84 79 
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4.  But a lot of strengths in Europe  :

- European equipment manufacturers still very strong despite fierce 
competition, but innovation must be rewarded

- Europe still dominates many ‘traditional’ sectors which are becoming 
increasingly connected (automotive, machinery, retail and logistics, ...)

- Vibrant start-up community but no single market for venture capital or 
business angels

- Strong creative industries but a fragmented digital single market

- Well skilled population

... And potentially a single market of 505 million consumers ! 



Europe’s answers ?                1

1. Europe 2020 and its Digital Agenda flagship: 

- Combine all policy levers in one single integrated strategy

- Activate both supply and demand side

- Join up forces between EU, national and regional levels; role model for some 
third countries

- But monitoring progress and implementation is key... 

... as well as getting political steer at the highest political level (in the EU: 
October 2013 European Council; in Member States: ?)



Digital Agenda for Europe: achievements

1. On the positive side: 

- ICT higher on the political agenda 

- Clear targets helped in that process

- Stakeholders mobilised (24 Member States have a 
Digital Agenda ... 4 don’t yet)

- Helped accelerate major policy actions (TSM, NIS, trust 
services, cost reduction for physical broadband roll-out)

- Mobilise Structural Funds (ICT = 1 of 4 priorities) but 
weak take-up by regions

2. Still there is more to do:

- Reinforce the link with structural reforms (EU Semester)

- Still too much considered as a sectoral policy

- Combining all policy levers in one single integrated 
strategy

... not enough and too slow progress on key initiatives



The challenges ahead !
1. Turning Europe into a true Connected continent: 

- NGN as foundation of our new digital, innovative, smart economy

- a true Digital Single Market, where business can offer their digital services anywhere 
in real time without borders, and where consumers can experience digital services 
‘anytime, anywhere, on any device’ across the EU

- underpinned by a vibrant Telecoms Single Market

2. Which gives our companies the chances to grow fast (StartUp Europe) and ...

3. ... can create jobs for a highly skilled workforce  (youth employment 
initiative, Erasmus, Grand Coalition for Jobs) ...

4. ... and regain their industrial leadership in THE key sectors (micro-electronics, 
software, 5G, data, IoT, M2M) of the digital economy ...

5. ... thereby restoring the EU’s global competitiveness  !



Thank you !


